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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on studying robustness001
evaluation of Chinese question matching. Most002
of the previous work on analyzing robustness003
issue focus on just one or a few types of arti-004
ficial adversarial examples. Instead, we argue005
that it is necessary to formulate a comprehen-006
sive evaluation about the linguistic capabilities007
of models on natural texts. For this purpose,008
we create a Chinese dataset namely CQMrobust009
which contains natural questions with linguis-010
tic perturbations to evaluate the robustness of011
question matching models. CQMrobust contains012
3 categories and 13 subcategories with 32 lin-013
guistic perturbations. The extensive experi-014
ments demonstrate that CQMrobust has a better015
ability to distinguish different models. Impor-016
tantly, the detailed breakdown of evaluation by017
linguistic phenomenon in CQMrobust helps us018
easily diagnose the strength and weakness of019
different models. Additionally, our experiment020
results show that the effect of artificial adversar-021
ial examples does not work on the natural texts.022
The dataset and baseline codes will be publicly023
available in the open source community.024

1 Introduction025

The task of Question Matching (QM) aims to iden-026

tify the question pairs that have the same meaning,027

and it has been widely used in many applications,028

e.g., community question answering and intelli-029

gent customer services, etc. Though neural QM030

models have shown compelling performance on031

various datasets, including Quora Question Pairs032

(QQP) (Iyer et al., 2017), LCQMC (Liu et al.,033

2018), BQ (Chen et al., 2018) and AFQMC1, neu-034

ral models are often not robust to adversarial exam-035

ples, which means that the neural models predict036

unexpected outputs given just a small perturbations037

on the inputs. As the example 1 in Tab. 1 shows, a038

model might not distinguish the minor difference039

1It is from Ant Technology Exploration Conference
(ATEC) Developer competition, which is no longer available.

("面 noodles") between the two sentences, and thus 040

predicts the two questions semantically equivalent. 041

Recently, it attracts a lot of attentions from the 042

research community to deal with the robustness 043

issues of neural models on various NLP tasks, such 044

as question matching, natural language inference 045

and machine reading comprehension. Early works 046

examine the robustness of neural models by creat- 047

ing a certain types of artificial adversarial exam- 048

ples (Jia and Liang, 2017; Alzantot et al., 2018; 049

Ren et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2020), and involving 050

human-and-model-in-the-loop to create dynamic 051

adversarial examples (Nie et al., 2020; Wallace 052

et al., 2019). Further studies discover that a few 053

types of superficial cues (i.e. shortcuts) in the train- 054

ing data, are learned by the models and hence affect 055

the model robustness (Gururangan et al., 2018; Mc- 056

Coy et al., 2019; Lai et al., 2021). Besides, several 057

studies try to improve the robustness of the neu- 058

ral models by adversarial data augmentation (Min 059

et al., 2020) and data filtering (Bras et al., 2020). 060

All these efforts lead us to better find and fix the 061

robustness issues to some extends. 062

However, there are several limitations in previ- 063

ous studies. First, the analysis and evaluation in 064

previous work focus on just one or a few types of 065

adversarial examples or shortcuts, but we need nor- 066

mative evaluation (Linzen, 2020; Ettinger, 2020; 067

Phang et al.). The goal of the normative evaluation 068

is not to fool a system by exploiting its particu- 069

lar weaknesses, but using systemically controlled 070

datasets to comprehensively evaluate the basic lin- 071

guistic capabilities of the models in a diverse way. 072

Checklist (Ribeiro et al., 2020) and Textflint (Wang 073

et al., 2021) are great attempts of normative eval- 074

uation. However, it is not clear that if the effects 075

of the artificial adversarial methods on artificial 076

examples are still shown on natural texts from real- 077

world applications (Morris et al., 2020). Moreover, 078

to the best of our knowledge, there are few Chinese 079

datasets for QM robustness evaluation. 080
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Towards this end, we create a open-domain Chi-081

nese dataset namely CQMrobust contains natural082

questions with linguistic perturbation for evaluat-083

ing the robustness of QM models. (1) By linguis-084

tic, we mean this systematically controlled dataset085

provides a detailed breakdown of evaluation by lin-086

guistic phenomenon. As shown in Tab. 1, there are087

3 categories and 13 subcategories with 32 linguis-088

tic perturbation in CQMrobust, which enables us to089

evaluate the model performance by each category090

instead of just a single metric. (2) By natural, we091

mean all the questions in CQMrobust are natural and092

issued by the users in a commercial search engine.093

This design can help us to properly evaluate the094

progress of a model’s robustness on natural texts095

rather than artificial texts which may not preserve096

semantics and introduce grammatical errors.097

The contributions of this paper can be summa-098

rized as follows:099

• We construct a Chinese dataset namely100

CQMrobust that contains linguistically perturbed101

natural questions from a commercial search102

engine. It is a systemically controlled dataset to103

test the basic linguistic capabilities of the models104

in a diverse way. (see Sec. 2 and Sec. 3)105

• Our experimental results show that 3 charac-106

teristics of CQMrobust: (1) CQMrobust is chal-107

lenging, and has better discrimination power to108

distinguish the models that perform compara-109

bly on other datasets (see Sec. 4.2). (2) The110

detailed breakdown of evaluation by linguistic111

phenomena in CQMrobust helps diagnose the ad-112

vantages and disadvantages of different models113

(see Sec. 4.3). (3) Extensive experiment shows114

that the effect of artificial adversarial examples115

does not work on natural texts of CQMrobust.116

CQMrobust can help us properly evaluate the mod-117

els’ robustness. (see Sec. 4.4).118

The remaining of this paper is organized as fol-119

lows. Sec. 2 describes the 3 categories and 13120

subcategories with 32 linguistic perturbation in121

CQMrobust. Sec. 3 gives the construction process122

of CQMrobust. In Sec. 4, we conduct experiments123

to demonstrate 3 characteristics of CQMrobust. We124

conclude our work in Sec. 5.125

2 Linguistic Perturbations in CQMrobust126

The design of CQMrobust is aimed at a detailed127

breakdown of evaluation by linguistic phenomenon.128

Hence, we create CQMrobust by introducing a set129

of linguistic features that we believe are important 130

for model diagnosis in terms of linguistic capabil- 131

ities. Basically, 3 categories of linguistic features 132

are used to build CQMrobust, i.e., lexical features 133

(see Sec. 2.1), syntactic features (see Sec. 2.2), and 134

pragmatic features (see Sec. 2.3). We list 3 cat- 135

egories, 13 subcategories with 32 operations of 136

perturbation in Tab. 1. The detailed descriptions of 137

all categories are given in this section. 138

2.1 Lexical Features 139

Lexical features are associated with vocabulary 140

items, i.e. words. As a word is the smallest in- 141

dependent but meaningful unit of speech , an oper- 142

ation on a single word may change the meaning of 143

the entire sentence. It is a basic but crucial capa- 144

bility for models to understand word and perceive 145

word-level perturbations. To provide a fine-grained 146

evaluation for model’s capability of lexical under- 147

standing, we further consider 6 subcategories: 148

Part of Speech. Parts of speech (POS), or word 149

classes, describe the part a word plays in a sen- 150

tence. CQMrobust considers 6 POS in Chinese gram- 151

mar, including noun, verb, adjective, adverb, nu- 152

meral and quantifier, which are content words that 153

carry most meaning of a sentence. In this subcat- 154

egory, we aim to test whether models can handle 155

the word-level perturbations of these POS. As the 156

example 1 in Tab. 1 2 shows, inserting only one 157

noun "面 noodles" makes the sentence meaning 158

different. Furthermore, in this subcategory we pro- 159

vides a set of examples focusing on phrase-level 160

perturbations to check model’s capability on un- 161

derstanding word groups that act collectively as a 162

single part of speech (see example 11). 163

Named Entity. Different from common nouns 164

that refer to generic things, a named entity (NE) 165

is a proper noun which refers to a specific real- 166

world object. The close relation to world knowl- 167

edge makes NE ideal for observing models’ under- 168

standing of the meaning of names and background 169

knowledge about entities. In CQMrobust, we include 170

Named Entity an independent subcategory to test 171

the model’s behavior of named entity recognition, 172

and focus on 4 types of NE most commonly seen, 173

i.e., location, organization, person and product. Ex- 174

ample 12 is a search query and its perturbation on 175

NE. The two named entities, "山西 Shanxi" and 176

"陕西 Shaanxi", are similar at character level but 177

2All examples discussed in this section are presented in
Column Example and Translation of Tab. 1.
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Category Subcategory Perturbation
Operation

Label
#Y / #N

BERT
base

ERNIE
base

RoBERTa
base

MacBERT
base

RoBERTa
large

MacBERT
large Examples and Translation

L
ex

ic
al

F
ea

tu
re

Part
of

Speech

insert n. -/539 41.4±3.4 40.8±2.1 43.0±0.7 41.4±2.5 45.4±4.1 37.3±2.4 E1: 鸡蛋怎么炒好吃 / 鸡蛋 面 怎么炒好吃
how to fry eggs / how to fry egg noodles

insert v. -/131 39.4±0.4 33.8±2.6 37.4±2.0 35.9±2.7 39.9±3.1 29.5±3.8 E2: 伤口用什么好 / 伤口用什么 消毒 好
what is good for the wound / how to disinfect the wound

insert adj. -/458 23.5±1.9 19.2±3.7 26.9±4.4 23.9±4.2 18.1±2.4 10.4±2.1 E3: 有哪些类型的app / 有哪些类型的 移动 app
what are types of apps / what are types of mobile apps

insert adv. -/302 3.7±0.5 4.2±0.5 3.8±0.6 4.4±1.2 5.8±1.5 3.1±1.1 E4: 为什么打嗝 / 为什么 老 打嗝
why burp / why always burp

replace n. -/702 86.6±0.3 86.7±0.1 88.3±0.3 88.8±1.2 89.4±1.6 87.8±0.7 E5: 申请美国 绿卡 流程 / 申请美国 签证 流程
U.S. green card application process / U.S. visa application process

replace v. -/466 71.7±1.1 77.6±0.8 76.9±0.4 76.5±1.2 81.0±1.6 81.5±2.2 E6: 为什么 下蹲 膝盖疼 / 为什么 下跪 膝盖疼
why knee pain when squatting / why knee pain when kneeling

replace adj. -/472 74.3±2.1 80.0±1.0 77.6±0.7 81.6±0.5 82.7±1.1 82.7±1.6 E7: 耳朵出血 严重 吗 / 耳朵出血 正常 吗
is the ear bleeding serious / is the ear bleeding normal

replace adv. -/188 19.1±6.1 19.3±4.4 16.3±3.8 23.9±4.6 59.0±4.0 56.2±2.0 E8: 为什么会 经常 头晕 / 为什么会 有点 头晕
why regularly feel dizzy / why slightly feel dizzy

replace num. -/1116 83.2±1.4 91.4±0.4 85.9±1.8 87.2±0.9 88.1±0.5 91.9±1.1 E9: 血压 130 /100高吗 / 血压 120 /100高吗
is blood pressure 130 /100 high / is blood pressure 120 /100 high

replace quantifier -/22 30.3±6.9 25.7±5.2 33.3±2.6 34.9±2.6 27.3±0.0 34.8±10.5 E10: 一 束 花多少钱 / 一 枝 花多少钱
how much is a bunch of flower / how much is a flower

replace phrases -/197 98.0±0.0 98.1±0.2 96.6±0.3 97.8±0.5 97.8±0.2 97.5±0 E11: 如何 提高自己的记忆力 / 如何 增加自己的实力
how to improve my memory / how to increase my strength

Named
Entity

replace loc. -/458 96.0±0.6 95.7±0.2 95.4±0.4 95.0±0.4 94.7±0.4 94.5±0.5 E12: 山西 春节习俗 / 陕西 春节习俗
Shanxi spring festival customs / Shannxi spring festival customs

replace org. -/264 94.9±0.2 94.3±0.6 91.2±1.4 93.4±0.7 93.5±0.3 93.8±0.1 E13: 北京邮电大学 附近酒店 / 南京邮电大学 附近酒店
hotels near BUPT / hotels near NJUPT

replace person -/468 90.3±1.3 91.0±0.9 88.7±1.6 91.4±1.6 92.3±1.3 93.2±1.1 E14: 陈龙 的妻子 / 成龙 的妻子
wife of Long Chen / wife of Jackie Chan

replace product -/170 83.7±2.6 88.2±2.1 82.4±6.9 83.3±0.3 86.0±1.7 88.8±4.4 E15: iphone 6 多少钱 / iphone6x 多少钱

how much is iphone 6 / how much is iphone6x

Synonym

replace n. 405/- 51.1±1.1 59.7±1.3 59.7±2.2 60.7±2.0 63.3±3.1 71.6±4.0 E16: 猕猴桃 的功效 / 奇异果 的功效
health benefits of Chinese gooseberry / health benefits of Kiwi

replace v. 372/- 80.0±0.9 81.1±1.6 82.5±0.0 83.2±1.2 84.0±2.0 88.1±1.4 E17: 什么果汁可以 减肥 / 什么果汁可以 减重
what juice can lose weight / what juice can slim

replace adj. 453/- 75.7±1.3 77.3±1.1 78.8±2.5 74.8±0.5 79.4±3.4 88.5±1.3 E18: 有趣 搞笑的广告词 / 幽默 搞笑的广告词
funny advertising words / humerous advertising words

replace adv. 26/- 98.7±2.1 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100±0.0 100.0±0.0 E19: 总是 想睡觉是为什么 / 老是 想睡觉是为什么
why always want to sleep / why repeatedly want to sleep

Antonym replace adj. -/305 50.6±3.4 69.6±2.9 65.0±1.5 73.1±4.3 91.7±2.3 90.7±2.3 E20: 什么水果脂肪 低 / 什么水果脂肪 高
what fruit is low in fat / what fruit is high in fat

Negation

negate v. -/153 69.9±9.6 88.9±1.3 84.8±2.9 93.3±1.3 88.4±0.9 91.4±3.4 E21: 为什么宝宝哭 / 为什么宝宝 不 哭
why baby cries / why baby doesn’t cry

negate adj. -/139 73.1±8.5 84.2±1.2 82.7±1.4 88.0±1.5 88.0±2.9 89.4±1.0 E22: 为什么苹果是红的 / 为什么苹果 不是 红的
why apple is red / why apple is not red

neg.+antonym 59/- 29.9±2.5 34.4±2.5 39.0±1.7 31.1±2.5 40.7±1.7 53.6±0.9 E23: 激动 怎么办 / 无法 平静 怎么办

what to do if too excited / what to do if can’t calm down

Temporal
word

insert -/120 26.6±2.1 29.1±2.1 33.1±0.9 41.7±3.3 47.5±5.4 33.6±8.5 E24: 北京会下雨吗 / 北京 明天 会下雨吗
will it rain in Beijing / will it rain in Beijing tomorrow

replace -/114 44.1±6.1 67.8±2.6 55.0±0.5 53.8±1.3 70.4±6.1 78.6±5.8 E25: 昨天 下雪 了 吗 / 明儿 会下雪吗
was it snow yesterday / will it snow tomorrow

Sy
nt

ac
ti

c
F

ea
tu

re

Symmetry swap 533/- 97.3±0.4 98.0±0.1 95.2±1.7 95.9±0.7 93.3±0.9 92.5±1.9
E26: 鱼 和 鸡蛋 能一起吃吗 / 鸡蛋 和 鱼 能一起吃吗

can I eat fish with egg / can I eat egg with fish

Asymmetry swap -/497 14.5±2.0 18.3±3.7 26.8±3.2 26.4±2.5 52.0±4.6 49.1±10.8 E27: 北京 到 上海 航班 / 上海 到 北京 航班
Beijing to Shanghai flights / Shanghai to Beijing flights

Negative
Asymmetry

swap + negate 49/- 47.6±3.4 37.4±7.7 44.2±1.1 25.8±3.1 23.1±6.7 29.9±1.9 E28: 男人 比 女人 更 高 吗 / 女人 比 男人 更 矮 吗
are men taller than women / are women shorter than men

Voice insert passive word 94/37 76.8±1.4 72.5±0.0 77.4±0.9 74.0±0.7 85.2±1.4 74.8±2.2 E29: 梦见狗咬左腿 /梦见 被 狗咬左腿
dreamed of being bitten by a dog / dreamed of being bitten by a dog

P
ra

gm
at

ic
F

ea
tu

re Misspelling replace 468/- 68.0±2.0 65.1±0.2 64.2±0.6 65.0±2.3 63.5±1.8 63.2±1.6 E30: 什么 纹身 适合我 /什么 文身 适合我
what tattoo suits me / what tatoo suits me

Discourse Particle
(Simple)

insert or replace 213/- 98.7±0.5 98.4±0.2 98.6±0.5 99.2±0.2 99.5±0.0 99.8±0.2 E31: 人为什么做梦 / 那么 人为什么做梦
why people dream / so why people dream

Discourse Particle
(Complex)

insert or replace 131/- 46.5±0.6 56.2±2.0 64.1±2.0 61.6±1.6 65.1±3.4 68.4±0.3 E32: 附近最好的餐厅 / 求助我旁边 哪家餐厅 最好吃 ?
best restaurant nearby / heeelp!!! which restaurant is best in my area ?

Total 13 32 2803/7318 - -

Table 1: Categories of CQMrobust (described in Sec. 2) and performance of 6 models on CQMrobust (discussed in Sec.
4). Bold face and underlined indicate the first and second highest accuracy for each testing scenario.
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denote two different locations. We expect that the178

models can capture the subtle difference.179

Synonym. A synonym is a word or phrase that180

means exactly or nearly the same as another word181

or phrase in a given language. This subcate-182

gory aims to test whether models can identify two183

semantically equivalent questions whose surface184

forms only differ in a pair of synonyms. As in185

example 16, the two sentences differ only in two186

words, both of which refer to Kiwifruit, so they187

have the same meaning.188

Antonym. In contrast to synonyms, antonyms are189

words within an inherently incompatible binary190

relationship. This subcategory examines model’s191

capability on distinguishing words with opposed192

meanings. We mainly focus on adjective’s opposite,193

e.g., "高high" and "低low" (see example 20).194

Negation. Negation is another way to express con-195

tradiction. To negate a verb or an adjective in Chi-196

nese, we normally put a negative before it, e.g.,197

"不not" before "哭cry" (example 21), "不是not"198

before "红的red" (example 22). The negative be-199

fore the verb or the adjective negates the statement.200

It is an effective way to analyze model’s basic skill201

of figuring out the contradictory meanings even202

there is only a minor change.203

Moreover, we include some equivalent para-204

phrases with negation in this subcategory. In exam-205

ple 23, "无法平静can’t calm down" is the negative206

paraphrase of "激动excited", so that the paraphrase207

sentence is equivalent to the positive sentence. We208

believe that a robust QM system should be able to209

recognize this kind of paraphrase question pairs.210

Temporal Word. Temporal reasoning is the rela-211

tively higher-level linguistic capability that allows212

the model to reason about a mathematical time-213

line. Unlike English, verbs in Chinese do not have214

morphological inflections. Tenses and aspects are215

expressed either by temporal noun phrases like "明216

天tomorrow" (examples 24) or by aspect particles217

like "了le", which indicates the completion of an218

action (examples 25). This subcategory focuses on219

the temporal distinctions and helps us evaluate the220

models’ temporal reasoning capability.221

2.2 Syntactic Features222

While single word sense is important to question223

meaning, how words composed together into a224

whole also affects sentence understanding. We225

believe the the relations among words in a sentence226

is important information for models to capture, so227

we focus on several types of syntactic features in 228

this category. We pre-define 4 linguistic phenom- 229

ena that we believe is meaningful to locate model’s 230

strength and weakness, and describe them here. 231

Symmetry. Sometimes paraphrases can be gener- 232

ated by only swapping the two conjuncts around in 233

a structure of coordination. As shown in example 234

26, "鱼fish" and "鸡蛋egg" are joined together by 235

the conjunction "和and", which have the symmet- 236

ric relation to each other. Even if we swap them 237

around, the sentence meaning will not change. We 238

name this subcategory Symmetry, with which we 239

aim to explore if a model captures the inherent 240

dependency relationship between words. 241

Asymmetry. Some words (such as "和and") de- 242

note symmetric relations, while others (for exam- 243

ple, preposition "到to") denote asymmetric. Ex- 244

ample 27 shows a sentence pair in which the word 245

before the preposition "到to" is an adverbial and 246

the word after it is the object. Swapping around the 247

adverbial and the object of the prepositional phrase 248

will definitely leads to a nonequivalent meaning. If 249

a model performs well only on subcategory Symme- 250

try or Asymmetry, it may rely on shortcuts instead 251

of the understanding of the syntactic information. 252

Negative Asymmetry. To further explore the syn- 253

tactic capability of QM model, CQMrobust includes 254

a set of test examples which consider both syn- 255

tactic asymmetry and antonym, and we name this 256

category Negative Asymmetry. In example 28, the 257

asymmetric relation between "男人men" and "女 258

人women" and the opposite meaning of "高taller" 259

and "矮shorter" resolve to an equivalent mean- 260

ing. With this subcategory, we can better explore 261

model’s capability of inferring more complex syn- 262

tactic structure. 263

Voice. Another crucial syntactic capability of mod- 264

els is to differentiate active and passive voices. In 265

Chinese, the most common way to express the pas- 266

sive voice is using Bei-constructions which feature 267

an agentive case marker "被bei". The subject of 268

a Bei-construction is the patient of an action, and 269

the object of the preposition "被bei" is the agent. 270

Compared to Fig.1(a), the additional "被bei" and 271

the change of word order of "猫cat" and "狗dog" 272

in Fig.1(b) convert the sentence from active to pas- 273

sive voice, but the two sentences have the same 274

meaning. If we further change the word order from 275

Fig.1(b) to Fig.1(c), the sentence still uses passive 276

voice but has different meaning. 277

Passive voice is not always expressed with an 278
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狗 咬 了 猫 怎么 办

SBV VOB ADV

to if dogWhat do catbites

(a) Active voice question.

了 怎么 办

SBV

ADV

狗猫

to ifWhat do cat is  bitten dogby
咬被

POB
ADV

(b) Passive voice paraphrase question.

了 怎么 办狗 猫

to ifWhat do catis  bittendog by
咬被

ADV
POB

ADV
SBV

(c) Passive voice non-paraphrase question.

Figure 1: The dependency relations of active voice and
passive voice questions.

overt "被bei". Sometimes a sentence without any279

passive marker is still in passive voice. In example280

29, although the first sentence is without "被bei",281

it expresses the same meaning as the second one.282

There are a set of active-passive examples in this283

category, which are effective to evaluate model’s284

performance on active and passive voices.285

2.3 Pragmatic Features286

Lexical items ordered by syntactic rules are not all287

that make a sentence mean what it means. Con-288

text, or the communicative situation that influence289

language use, has a part to play. We include some290

pragmatic features in CQMrobust so as to observe291

whether models are able to understand the contex-292

tual meaning of sentences.293

Misspelling. Misspellings are quite often seen by294

search engines and question-answering systems,295

which are mostly unintentional. Models should296

have the capability to capture the true intention297

of the questions with spelling errors to ensure the298

robustness. In example 30, despite the misspelled299

word "文身tatoo" the two questions mean the same,300

In some real world situations, models should un-301

derstand misspellings appropriately. For example,302

when users search a query but type in misspelling,303

a robust model will still give the correct result.304

Discourse Particle. Discourse particles are words305

and small expressions that contribute little to the306

information the sentence convey, but play some307

pragmatic functions such as showing politeness,308

Linguistic  
Preprocessing Perturbation

Naturalness 
ReviewAnnotationCQMrobust

POS Tagging

NER

Dependency Parsing

Word Importance Analysis

Insert

Replace

Swap

Resources
Faiss, 

Bigcilin, 
Baidu Hanyu 

...

Tools

LAC, 
DDParser 

...

Source

Figure 2: Construction process of CQMrobust.

drawing attention, smoothing utterance, etc. As in 309

example 32, the word "求助help" is used to draw 310

attention and bring no additional information to the 311

sentence. Whether using these little words do not 312

change the sentence meaning. It is necessary to a 313

model to identify the semantic equivalency when 314

such words are used. 315

3 Construction 316

We design CQMrobust as a diverse and natural cor- 317

pus. The construction process of CQMrobust is di- 318

vided into 4 steps and illustrated in Fig. 2. Firstly, 319

we preprocess the source questions to obtain their 320

linguistic knowledge, which will be used to per- 321

turb the source texts. Then we pair the source 322

and perturbed question as an example. The exam- 323

ples’ naturalness is reviewed by human evaluators. 324

At last, the examples are annotated manually and 325

CQMrobust is finally constructed. We introduce the 326

construction details in the following: 327

Linguistic Preprocessing. We collect a large num- 328

ber of source questions from the search query log 329

of a commercial search engine. All the source 330

questions are natural and then we perform several 331

linguistic preprocessings on them: named entity 332

recognition, POS tagging, dependency parsing, and 333

word importance analysis. The linguistic knowl- 334

edge about the source questions we obtained in this 335

step will be used for perturbation. 336

Perturbation. We conduct different perturbation 337

operations for different subcategories. In general, 338

we perturb the sentences in 3 ways: 339

• replace: replace a word with another word, e.g., 340

for category Synonym, we replace one word with 341

its synonym; 342
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Category
Length #

q q’ Y N All

Lexical 8.58 8.89 1,315 6,784 8,099

Syntactic 9.86 9.89 678 532 1,210

Pragmatic 8.73 9.03 812 0 812

Avg / Total 8.74 8.90 2,805 7,316 1,0121

Table 2: Data statistics of CQMrobust.

• insert : insert an additional word, e.g., for cate-343

gory Temporal word, we insert temporal word to344

the source question;345

• swap: swap two words. This operation is only346

used in Syntactic Feature.347

The perturbations of all categories are listed in348

column Perturbation Operation of Tab. 1, and the349

perturbation details will be given in Appendix A.350

Naturalness Review. To ensure the generated sen-351

tences are natural, we examine their appearances in352

the search log and only retain the sentences which353

have been entered into the search engine.354

Annotation. The source question and generated355

question are paired together as an example. Then356

the examples are evaluated by evaluators from our357

internal data team. They need to evaluate whether358

the examples are fluent, grammatically correct, and359

correctly categorized. The low-quality examples360

are discarded and the examples with inappropriate361

categories are re-classified.362

Then the question pairs are annotated by the an-363

notators from our internal data team. Semantically364

equivalent question pairs are positive examples,365

and inequivalent pairs are negative. The annotators366

are required a approval rate higher than 99% for367

at least 1,000 prior tasks. Each example is anno-368

tated by three annotators, and the examples will be369

tagged with the label which more than 2 annotators370

choose. To further ensure the annotation quality,371

10% of the annotated examples are selected ran-372

domly and reviewed by a linguistic expert. If the373

review accuracy is lower than 95%, the annotators374

need to re-annotate all the examples until the accu-375

racy is higher than 95%.376

Eventually, we generate 10,121 examples for377

CQMrobust. The class distribution of all categories378

are given in Tab. 1. Additional data statistics are379

provided in Tab. 2.380

4 Experiments381

In this section, we conduct experiments to discuss 3382

characteristics (char.) of CQMrobust. In Sec. 4.1, we383

Model LCQMCtest CQMrobust △

BERTb 87.1±0.1 66.6±0.6 -20.5

ERNIEb 87.3±0.1 69.8±0.3 -17.5

RoBERTab 87.2±0.4 69.5±0.1 -17.7

MacBERTb 87.4±0.3 70.3±0.6 -17.1

RoBERTal 87.7±0.1 73.8±0.3 -13.9

MacBERTl 87.6±0.1 73.8±0.5 -13.8

Table 3: Accuracy(%) on LCQMCtest and CQMrobust. b
indicates base, and l indicates large.

provide the experimental setup and the evaluation 384

metrics. In Sec. 4.2, Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.4, we give 385

the experimental results and discussions. 386

4.1 Experimental Setup 387

Datasets. To evaluate the robustness of QM 388

models, we select LCQMC to fine-tune the mod- 389

els and evaluate the models’ performance on our 390

CQMrobust corpus. LCQMC is a large-scale Chi- 391

nese QM corpus proposed by Harbin Institute of 392

Technology in general domain and the source ques- 393

tions are collected from Baidu Knows (a popu- 394

lar Chinese community question answering web- 395

site), which are similar to the search queries 396

in form. Specifically, we firstly fine-tune the 397

models on LCQMCtrain. Then we choose the 398

model with the best performance on LCQMCdev 399

and report the results of the chosen models on 400

LCQMCtest and CQMrobust. Tab. 8 presents the 401

statistics of LCQMC. Models. We choose 6 pop- 402

ular pre-trained models to conduct experiments: 403

BERTb (Devlin et al., 2019), ERNIEb (Sun et al., 404

2019), RoBERTab, RoBERTal (Liu et al., 2019), 405

MacBERTb, MacBERT l (Cui et al., 2020). A de- 406

tailed comparison is provided in Tab. 7 (in Ap- 407

pendix). 408

Evaluation Metrics. QM problem is normally for- 409

mulated as a binary classification task. Like most 410

classification tasks, we use accuracy to evaluate a 411

single model’s performance, which is the propor- 412

tion of correct predictions among the total num- 413

ber of the examined examples. As CQMrobust is a 414

fine-grained corpus consisting of a set of linguis- 415

tic categories and each category differs in size, we 416

use the micro-averaged and the macro-averaged 417

accuracy to compare the models’ performances on 418

CQMrobust, which can help us better indicate the 419

models’ ability on different categories. 420

Training details about our experiments are de- 421

scribed in Appendix B.1.1. 422
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Models
Lexical

Syntactic Pragmatic CQMrobust
POS NE Synonym Antonym Negation Temporal Lexical

BERTb
micro 62.1±1.1 92.3±0.5 69.5±0.4 50.6±3.4 64.4±5.9 35.1±3.3 67.2±0.7 59.1±0.4 72.6±1.6 66.6±0.6

macro 51.9±1.5 91.2±0.7 76.4±0.6 50.6±3.4 57.6±4.4 35.5±3.3 61.4±1.2 59.1±0.7 71.1±1.1 62.0±0.9

ERNIEb
micro 64.6±0.5 92.8±0.4 73.2±0.9 69.6±2.9 77.8±1.1 48.0±1.9 71.0±0.3 60.0±1.2 72.4±0.3 69.8±0.3

macro 52.4±0.7 92.3±0.6 79.5±0.7 69.6±2.9 69.1±1.2 48.5±1.9 65.5±0.5 56.5±1.0 73.2±0.8 65.1±0.3

RoBERTab
micro 64.2±0.1 90.6±1.8 74.2±1.4 65.0±1.5 76.3±1.7 43.7±0.2 70.1±0.1 63.1±0.6 73.3±0.1 69.5±0.1

macro 53.3±0.2 89.4±2.5 80.3±1.1 65.0±1.5 68.8±1.3 44.0±0.2 65.0±0.1 60.9±0.6 75.6±0.5 65.5±0.1

MacBERTb
micro 64.8±1.1 92.0±0.7 73.3±1.1 73.1±4.3 80.7±0.5 47.6±1.3 71.2±0.7 62.1±1.0 73.4±1.5 70.3±0.6

macro 54.2±0.9 90.7±0.6 79.7±0.5 73.1±4.6 70.7±0.1 47.7±0.2 66.3±0.2 55.5±0.7 75.2±1.1 65.8±0.1

RoBERTal
micro 67.2±0.9 92.5±0.3 76.0±2.1 91.7±2.3 80.2±0.8 58.6±2.8 74.1±0.3 72.6±1.4 73.2±1.9 73.8±0.3
macro 57.7±0.6 91.6±0.3 81.7±1.6 91.7±2.3 72.3±0.6 59.0±2.7 70.2±0.3 63.4±1.2 76.0±2.0 69.8±0.2

MacBERTl
micro 65.6±0.8 93.2±0.6 83.2±1.6 90.7±2.3 84.3±1.3 55.5±4.0 74.4±0.4 70.2±3.7 73.7±1.1 73.8±0.5

macro 54.7±0.9 92.6±0.9 87.1±1.2 90.7±2.3 78.1±0.9 56.1±4.0 70.7±0.5 61.6±2.4 77.1±0.6 70.2±0.5

Table 4: The micro-averaged and macro-averaged accuracy are on each category of CQMrobust.

PWWS PWWSnat FOOLER FOOLERnat CHECKLISTnat

Train 159,503 - 64,086 -

Test 400 200 400 200 400

Table 5: Statistics of the adversarial examples.

4.2 Char. 1: Challenging and with Better423

Discrimination Ability424

Tab. 3 shows the performances of models on held-425

out set LCQMCtest and our CQMrobust, which426

presents the primary characteristics of DuQM:427

Challenging. Comparing to the held-out test428

on LCQMCtest, all models achieve lower perfor-429

mance on CQMrobust. As shown in Tab. 3, all430

models achieve accuracy higher than 87% on431

LCQMCtest, but show a significant performance432

drop on CQMrobust. Column △ in Tab. 3 shows433

the differences between models’ performances on434

LCQMCtest and CQMrobust, which presents that435

the performance on CQMrobust is lower than on436

LCQMCtest by at most 20.5%. CQMrobust is more437

challenging, and it can better reflect true capability438

of QM models.439

Better Discrimination Ability. CQMrobust can440

better distinguish the models’ performances. As441

shown in Tab. 3, all the models have similar per-442

formances on LCQMCtest (around 87%), but dif-443

ferent performances on CQMrobust: the accuracy of444

base models differ from 66.6% to 70.3%, and the445

large models show higher performance (73.8%). In446

conclude, CQMrobust shows a better discrimination447

ability to evaluate models.448

It demonstrates that CQMrobust can better evalu-449

ate the robustness of QM models.450

4.3 Char. 2: Diagnose Model in Diverse Way 451

CQMrobust corpus is a fine-grained corpus which 452

has 3 linguistic categories and 13 subcategories 453

and enables a detailed breakdown of evaluation on 454

different linguistic phenomena. In Tab. 1 we give 455

the performances of 6 models on all fine-grained 456

categories of CQMrobust, and Tab. 4 reports the 457

micro-averaged and macro-averaged accuracy. By 458

comparing these results, we introduce the second 459

characteristic of CQMrobust: it can diagnose the 460

strengths and weaknesses of the models in a diverse 461

way. Several interesting observations are noticed: 462

(from Tab. 1 and 4): 463

1) In most categories, large models outperform base 464

models. As the large models have more param- 465

eters and larger pre-training corpus, it is reason- 466

able that they have better capabilities than rela- 467

tively smaller models. 468

2) In Named Entity, all models show good perfor- 469

mances (higher than 90%). Another interest- 470

ing finding is that although ERNIEb is a rela- 471

tively small model, it performs slightly better 472

than RoBERTal on this subcategory, which might 473

attribute to the entity masking strategy for pre- 474

training. 475

3) MacBERTl is significantly better than others in 476

Synonym. We suppose that it benefits from using 477

similar words instead of random words for mask- 478

ing when pre-training. Moreover, RoBERTal and 479

MacBERTl have remarkable better performance 480

in Antonym. 481

4) The overall low performances in Temporal word 482

represent that all models lack the capability of 483

temporal reasoning. 484

5) All models have surprisingly poor performances 485

on Asymmetry while good performances in Sym- 486
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Training set LCQMC
Attack test set

CHECKLISTnat
CQMrobust

PWWS PWWSnat FOOLER FOOLERnat Micro Macro

LCQMC 87.7 58.1 81.5 57.1 87.8 76.9 73.8 69.8

LCQMC+PWWS 87.7+0.0 97.6+39.5 81.8+0.3 73.1+16.0 87.6-0.2 76.0-0.9 75.2 +1.4 70.4+0.6

LCQMC+FOOLER 87.5-0.2 78.5+20.4 83.8+2.3 80.8+23.7 82.0-5.8 79.2+2.3 71.4 -2.4 68.8-1.0

Table 6: Adversarial training results of RoBERTal. ’FOOLER’ refers to ’TEXTFOOLER’. We use green and red
subscripts to represent a higher and lower accuracy respectively.

metry. We suppose that lack of learning word487

orders would result in a wrong prediction when488

the words orders are altered.489

6) BERTb and ERNIEb perform better on Mis-490

spelling, and RoBERTab and MacBERTb are rel-491

atively better on Complex Discourse Particles.492

In general, CQMrobust diagnoses models from a493

linguistic perspective and can help us identify the494

strengths and weaknesses of the models.495

4.4 Char. 3: Natural Adversarial Examples496

CQMrobust is a dataset generating by linguistically497

perturbing natural questions. We argue that this498

kind of natural adversarial examples is beneficial to499

a robustness evaluation. To prove that, we conduct500

an experiment to compare the performances of 2501

adversarial training (AT) methods PWWS (Ren502

et al., 2019) and TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020) on503

artificial and natural test examples:504

• Artificial examples, which are generated artifi-505

cially and may not preserve semantics and in-506

troduce grammatical errors. We employ 2 meth-507

ods PWWS and TextFooler on LCQMCtest to508

generate artificial adversarial examples. These509

two methods generate adversarial examples by510

replacing words with synonyms until models are511

fooled.512

• Natural examples are texts within linguistic and513

semantics constraints. Our evaluators from the514

internal data team reviewed and annotated all the515

generated texts with methods PWWS, TextFooler516

and the translated texts of Checklist dataset, and517

we finally get three natural test sets, PWWSnat,518

TextFoolernat and Checklistnat.519

Besides, we employ PWWS and TextFooler520

on LCQMCtrain to generate artificial adver-521

sarial examples, which are incorporated with522

original LCQMCtrain as training data (Row523

LCQMC+PWWS and LCQMC+FOOLER in524

Tab. 6).The detailed data statistics are shown in525

Tab. 5. AT details are in Appendix B.2. Evaluation526

with artificial and natural adversarial examples.527

We fine-tune RoBERTal on LCQMC and the arti-528

ficial adversarial examples generated by PWWS 529

and TextFooler, and evaluate on the adversarial 530

test sets. The results are shown in Tab. 6. Row 531

LCQMC shows that only training with LCQMCtrain 532

shows a low performance on PWWS and TextFooler 533

(we provide a detailed analysis in Appendix B.3), 534

and the performances on PWWS and TextFooler 535

are significantly higher on PWWSnat and PWWSnat. 536

However, if we incorporate LCQMCtrain with the 537

examples generated by PWWS and TextFooler, the 538

model’s performances on PWWS and TextFooler 539

increase greatly (both methods achieve an great 540

improvement of more than 16%) , but the effects 541

on natural examples PWWSnat and TextFoolernat 542

are not significant (-5.8% ~2.3%). On the other 2 543

natural test sets, Checklistnat and CQMrobust, the ef- 544

fects of 2 adversarial methods are also not obvious 545

(-2.4% ~2.3%). 546

In conclusion, the common artificial AT methods 547

are not so effective on the natural datasets. As a 548

corpus consisting linguistically perturbed natural 549

questions, CQMrobust is beneficial to a robustness 550

evaluation to help us mitigate models’ undesirable 551

performance in real-world applications. 552

5 Conclusion 553

In this work, we create a Chinese dataset namely 554

CQMrobust which contains linguistically perturbed 555

natural questions for evaluating the robustness 556

of QM models. CQMrobust is designed to be 557

fine-grained, diverse and natural. Specifically, 558

CQMrobust has 3 categories and 13 subcategories 559

with 32 linguistic perturbation. We conduct ex- 560

tensive experiments with CQMrobust and the re- 561

sults demonstrate that CQMrobust has 3 character- 562

istics: 1) CQMrobust is challenging and has more 563

discrimination ability; 2) The fine-grained design 564

of CQMrobust helps to diagnose the strengths and 565

weakness of models, and enables us to evaluate 566

the models in a diverse; 3) The effect of artificial 567

adversarial examples does not work on the natural 568

texts of CQMrobust. 569
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Ethical Considerations570

This work presents CQMrobust, a diverse and natu-571

ral dataset for the research community to evaluate572

the robustness of QM models. Data in CQMrobust573

are collected from a commercial search engine (we574

are legally authorized by this company), the details575

are presented in Sec. 3. Since CQMrobust do not576

have any user information, there is no privacy con-577

cerns. In addition, to ensure that the CQMrobust is578

free potential biased and toxic content, we desensi-579

tize all the instances in it. Regarding to the issue of580

labor compensation, all the annotators and evalua-581

tors are employees from our internal data team and582

are fairly compensated.583
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A Construction Details758

Sec. 3 provides an overview of construction pro-759

cess3 of CQMrobust. However, CQMrobust is a di-760

verse dataset with 3 categories and 13 subcate-761

gories. And they are constructed with different ad-762

versarial methods. Details about our construction763

approaches to different categories are described in764

this section.765

Lexical Features. For each source question, we se-766

lect the word with specific POS tagss or entity type767

and high word importance score as target word,768

and perturb the source questions with some other769

words we collect from following 4 sources:770

• Elasticsearch4: to collect words which have high771

character overlap with target words;772

• Faiss5: to collect words which are semantically773

similar to target words;774

• Bigcilin6: to collect synonym of target words;775

• Baidu Hanyu7: to collect antonym and synonym776

of target words;777

• XLM-RoBERTa(Conneau et al., 2020): to insert778

additional words to source sentences8;779

• Vocabulary lists9: to insert some specific words,780

such as negation word and temporal word.781

Syntactic Features. For Symmetry and Asymmetry,782

we retrieve the source questions in the search log783

and the returned questions whose edit distance to784

source question is equal to 4 are selected as candi-785

date questions. Then we compare the dependency786

structures of the source question and candidate787

questions. Only the question pairs which contain788

symmetric or asymmetric relations (which swap789

the order of two symmetric / asymmetric words)790

are retained. To generate examples for Negative791

Asymmetry, we select some pairs from Asymmetry792

and negate one side of the pairs. The asymmetric793

syntactic structure of two sentences and one-sided794

negation resolves to a positive meaning. For Voice,795

3We use Lexical Analysis of Chinese (LAC) to
do POS tagging, word importance analysis, and NER:
https://github.com/baidu/lac. We use a dependency parsing
tool: https://github.com/baidu/DDParser

4https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss
6http://www.bigcilin.com/browser/
7https://hanyu.baidu.com/
8We add an additional {mask} before target word, and

use pre-trained language model to predict it. The prediction
result of {mask} is the word inserted to the source sentence.

9Vocabulary lists refer to some word lists containing spe-
cific words, such as negation word list and temporal word
list.

we add "被bei" word to source questions to conduct 796

a change of voice. 797

Pragmatic Features. 798

Misspelling. With the help of Chinese heteronym 799

lists10, we obtain a set of common typos and sub- 800

stitute the correct-spelling words with typos. To 801

ensure the correctness, the perturbation should sat- 802

isfy two constraints: 803

1) The typos should be commonly used Chinese 804

characters; 805

2) Only one character in the source sentence is re- 806

placed with its typo. 807

Discourse Particle. We construct this category in 2 808

ways: 809

1) We replace or add some question words, auxiliary 810

words or punctuation marks to generate Simple 811

Discourse Particle examples (Discourse Particle 812

(Simple) in Tab. 1); 813

2) For Complex Discourse Particle examples (Dis- 814

course Particle (Complex) in Tab. 1), we select 815

some question pairs from a Frequently-Asked- 816

Questions (FAQ) log, especially pairs with big 817

differences in sentence length. Then the pairs are 818

manually annotated and we retained the exam- 819

ples labeled with Y. 820

With above approaches, we perturb the source ques- 821

tions and obtain a large set of question pairs. Then 822

the generated question pairs are reviewed natural- 823

ness and annotated manually. 824

B Supplementary Experiments 825

B.1 Additional Experimental Setting 826

B.1.1 Training Details 827

In the fine-tuning stage, we insert a [SEP ] between 828

the question pairs. The pooled output is passed to a 829

classifier. We use different different learning rates 830

and epochs for different pre-trained. Specifically, 831

for large models, the learning rate is 5e-6 and the 832

number of epochs is 3. For base models, the learn- 833

ing rate is 2e-5, and we set the number of epochs 834

as 2. The batch size is set as 64 and the maximal 835

length of question pair is 64. We use early stopping 836

to select the best checkpoint. Each model is fine- 837

tuned 3 times on LCQMC train and we choose the 838

model with the best performance on LCQMCdev to 839

report test results. 840

10https://github.com/FreeFlyXiaoMa/pycorrector/blob/master
/pycorrector/data/same_stroke.txt
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Models L H A # of Parameters Masking LM Task Corpus

BERTb 12 768 12 110M T MLM Wikipedia

ERNIEb 12 768 12 110M T/E/Ph MLM Wikipedia+Baike+Tieba, etc.

RoBERTab 12 768 12 110M MLM - EXT11

MacBERTb 12 768 12 110M Mac SOP EXT

RoBERTal 24 1024 16 340M MLM - EXT12

MacBERTl 24 1024 16 340M Mac SOP EXT

Table 7: The hyper-parameters of public pre-trained language models we use(L: number of layers, H: the hidden
size, A: the number of self-attention heads, T: Token, E: Entity, Ph: Phrase, WWM: Whole Word Masking, NM:
N-gram Masking, MLM: Masked LM, Mac: MLM as correction).

Corpus Train Dev Test Fine-grained

LCQMC 238,766 8,802 12,500 No

Table 8: Data statistics of LCQMC.

Data BERT RoBERTa

PWWS 41.5 41.9

PWWSnat 23.0-18.5 18.5-23.4

TEXTFOOLER 46.6 42.9
TEXTFOOLERnat 14.6-32.0 12.2-30.7

CQMrobust 33.4 26.2

Table 9: Attack success rate(%) on different test data.

B.1.2 Datasets Details841

Tab. 8 gives a detailed description of LCQMC Cor-842

pus. And it is worth mentioning that LCQMC is in843

general domain and its source questions are similar844

to the search query, which are the form of source845

questions for CQMrobust. In other words, CQMrobust846

is not a ood test set of LCQMC, so that the lower847

performance could not be attributed to being a ood848

test set.849

B.2 Adversarial Training Details850

Tab. 5 gives a detailed statistics of adversarial exam-851

ples generated with TextFooler, PAWS. To generate852

training samples, we select a set of LCQMC train-853

ing questions and apply the methods PWWS and854

TextFooler on them. The labels are same as origi-855

nal samples. To generate test samples and ensure a856

robust evaluation, we utilize 4 datasets, PWWSnat,857

TextFoolernat, Checklistnat
13 and CQMrobust, which858

are natural adversarial examples. We conduct an ex-859

13Before annotating, we translate original Checklist dataset
into Chinese using a translation tool

periment about adversarial training by feeding the 860

models both the original data and the adversarial 861

examples, and observe whether the original models 862

become more robust. We use pre-trained model 863

RoBERTal (described in Tab. 7) for fine-tuning and 864

the fine-tuning details are described in Sec. 4.1. 865

B.3 Results of Attacks 866

We give the main results of attacks to BERTb and 867

RoBERTal in Tab. 9. The results show that the 868

un-natural attacks (on artificial adversarial samples, 869

i.e. PWWS and TextFooler in Tab. 9) have higher 870

success rate than CQMrobust. However, if we select 871

the natural examples from the artificial adversarial 872

samples (PWWSnat and TextFoolernat in Tab. 9), the 873

attack success rate of PWWS and TextFooler is sig- 874

nificantly decreasing by at least 18.5% on BERTb 875

and 30.7% on RoBERTal respectively. CQMrobust, 876

in which all the samples are natural and grammarly 877

correct, gets the best performance when black-box 878

attacking (compare to PWWSnat and TextFoolernat 879

in Tab. 9). In summary, the artificial adversarial 880

examples training is not effective on natural texts, 881

such as CQMrobust. It is reasonable that we should 882

pay more attention to the naturalness when gener- 883

ating the adversarial examples. 884
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